Solution Brief

Insight AWS Foundation
Setup Service
The starting point for a successful Managed Service journey is a robust
and secure bedrock on which to evolve your future environment, boost
operational excellence, and drive and underpin future growth. Insight
AWS Foundation Setup delivers precisely that bedrock.

Our partner

Benefits
• Accelerated path to AWS
cloud adoption.
• Reduced risk & time to

Part of the suite of AWS Services, the Insight AWS Foundation Setup creates a specially

deploy – Crafting a cloud

provisioned and prepared cloud landing zone tailored to your needs. Our proven

foundation setup on AWS

automated tools, controls and know-how give you the secure solid base from which to

requires expert skills and

build the right solution

experience to architect,
design and implement to
ensure return on investment.
• Leverage free enrolment into
Insights managed Billing
service for greater benefits.
• Solution aligned with
AWS best practices.

Business Challenge.
Moving to the cloud can prove difficult for businesses that are heavily invested in on-premises infrastructure and applications.
Correctly specifying, building and configuring your AWS landing zone involves intense amounts of time-consuming planning,
taking valuable in-house resources away from other projects. The risks associated with getting it wrong can have long-term
repercussions and impact operations and the ability to respond to current conditions.
Getting the foundation right is critical for a successful path to cloud adoption.

Our Solution.
Closely aligned to AWS’s Well-Architected Review principles and Insight’s Reference architecture, the Insight AWS Foundation
Setup is a leading flexible solution that enables businesses of all sizes to adopt the cloud by setting a solid foundation.
The service also offers the possibility to extend the existing on-premises infrastructure to the AWS cloud and leverage the
scalability, flexibility, availability and global reach of the AWS cloud platform.
Our AWS Foundation Setup service helps clients achieve benefits including better RoI, resilience and mobility while
accelerating their journey to AWS. The industry security standards applied as part of the AWS Foundation Setup service
design ensure that our clients’ data remains secure and protected against ransomware and other threats. The service also
includes designing and implementing the AWS Cloud platform, which is provisioned, integrated, and ready for clients to start
deploying their workloads immediately.

What Insight can do for you
Insight brings a combination of industry-leading resources, tools, and knowledgeable experts who understand your goals
and objectives – all designed to underpin your journey to AWS in the best way possible and to allow you to maximise the
platform’s significant benefits.
We help our clients remove many of the complexities associated with cloud solutions. As their requirements evolve, they
can either seamlessly integrate public cloud services with on-premises infrastructure for a fast and effortless hybrid cloud
adoption or go cloud-native depending on their needs.

End-to-end service
You can choose to benefit from Insight AWS Foundation Setup as a standalone service or go on to benefit from other services
in our AWS Services suite:

Insight Hybrid Cloud Assessment

AWS Well-Architected Review

AWS Professional Services

Why Insight
Today, technology isn’t just supporting the business; it’s becoming the business. At Insight, we help you navigate
complex challenges to develop new solutions and processes. We will help you manage today’s priorities and prepare for
tomorrow’s needs.
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For more information, please contact your Insight Account Manager.
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